--MISC INTARWEB QUOTES--

"I'm not sure of much in life, and it seems occasionally like I get less sure all the time. However, I still cling to at least one deeply held conviction--namely that if crows could use matches, we'd all be in a world of hurt." -- Ursula Vernon

"Many of us grow up believing there's only one correct way to speak our native language, and people who don't speak like us demonstrate a deplorable lack of culture and education. As such, dialect speakers are commonly characterized as being of lower intelligence or just plain lazy, and this characterization is often used to stigmatize blacks. Linguistic arrogance sometimes becomes a tool racists use to further acceptance of the common unflattering stereotype of African-Americans as unintelligent, lazy objects of fun." -- Snopes.com

"You have just recieved the Amish Computer Virus. Since the Amish don't have computers, it is based on the honor system. So please delete all the files from your computer. Thank you for your cooperation."

"My father was a soldier; I am a merchant, so my son can be an artist."

Peanut Butter Wench

"This is my favourite thing about being a girl, or one of them anyway, I can walk into that room and ask the score then pause a moment and annoy all the men by asking 'Which sport is this?'"

"Really you can replace the Bridal March with what ever you like. A geekgirl friend of mine had the star wars darth vader music as she walked up the aisle played by a string quartet."

"A brick is a brick, until it is a part of your anatomy."

"Go transvestite pirates!"

"All those who wander are not lost."

"the ugliest pair of droopy breasts in the world are still a hundred times more attractive than the best-looking scrotum"

"That reminds me of this Irish comic who had an American couple ask him if he was English. He said,'No, but thats all right. All you Mexicans make that mistake'"


--MISC BOARD/LJ QUOTES--

"Through a series of events involving cows, portals, and mass destruction, the Jade Inn was destroyed. o.o;" -- Molokidan

"Creative dining;
"Chopsticks are for eating food,
"not for poking eyes."
-- Koss

"Not what runes say!"

"YOU CANNOT USE YOUR HANDS. YOU HAVE TO GRAB IT WITH YOUR MOUTH, SO WHATEVER YOU DO, DO NOT USE YOUR GOD-FORSAKEN HONKEY HANDS OR WE WILL KILL YOU!!" -- Molokidan

"DUCKY ALSO RECIEVES A SPANKING AND IS SENT TO BED WITHOUT DINNER :-(" -- Bob the Cat

"JOKES ON HIM. I FOUND GOD. HE WAS BEHIND THE COUCH THE WHOLE TIME." -- Ajil

"You may think that there is something to it, but it is just an ordinary thread." -- Banj

"A rabbi and a priest walk into a bar. They have a couple of drinks and a deep theological discussion and then leave." -- Suicidal Sprite

"Why did the blonde get fired from the M&M factory?  She showed up fifteen minutes late regularly." -- Priam

"I am somewhat of an attention whore. :)" -- Gamestar7

"One of the people there RPs a sentient roller coaster. I'm not kidding." -- Banj

"Oh the innuendo! ™" -- Suicidal Sprite

"Octopus is by far the best thing about Trillian." -- Brainwalker

"As much as I appreciate the traditions of holidays, I can't say I'm fond of getting drunk. The other Brian is my own personal anti-drunkenness campaign. It's pretty effective." -- Brainwalker

"I intend to treat this office with all the respect and integrity of my prececessor. In this vein, I have decided to keep a reminder of his greatness on my desk at all times. *sets a Priam bobblehead on his desk with the letters "WWPD" on it's base on his desk*" -- Brainwalker

Tareen: As he's pulled over for a traffic stop to let him know that his tail lights out!...Or is it tallywhacker light?

"Thank fcuk they both still have there pants on!!" -- Choark

"Abandoned at birth in the vast arctic. He was abandoned near a cave of white wolves. The wolves found him and raised him, of course. If theyd idn't he would be dead right now, now wouldn't he? Anyway, back to the backstory." -- Ordinator

"Absolutely no barking like a seal, it upsets me" -- KnightsofSquare

"Ooh! Ooh! I know! I can spend one of my hours at work in 'good thought!' That way, I'll get paid, AND i'll give the world a band-aid! I'M SUCH A GENIUS." -- Priam

"OVER THE HEAD! :D ?
OVER THE HEAD! :D !
OVER THE HEAD! :D ?
OVER THE HEAD! :D !
OVER THE HEAD! :D ?
OVER THE HEAD! :D !
OVER THE HEAD! :D ?
OVER THE HEAD! :D !
OVER THE HEAD! :D ?
OVER THE HEAD! :D !" -- Banj

"He loves attention. It gives him a massive boner or something." -- Squintz

"Gay mansex, my favourite! :D!" -- FD

"English is currently the approved language of RPGWW. Learning to write it is heavily suggested." -- Skull Dragon 2

"It's a commonly known idea that guys have egos the size of Manhattan or more--look at male culture." -- Priam

"I third the motion...in my pants!" -- FD

"I'm torn. On one hand, I could congratulate you. On the other hand, this opens entirely new realm for jokes about The Ghey...decisions, decisions..." -- FD

"RPGWW is like crack, but cheaper and more time consuming." -- FD

"Gasp.  Shock.  Horror.  Badly made Neo Vane Pie." -- Banjooie

"I, being English, am a firm follower of the "Two languages in one head? It can't be done!" mindset." -- Suicidal Sprite

"Well, admittedly, some of us aren't RPers...but you can probably count the number of non-RPers who are also regulars on one hand." -- pd Rydia
"I call dibs on the middle finger." -- WolfBelly

"A solo RP thread. Is that like, RP masturbation?" -- pd Rydia

"Why Kamos? Because I secretly lust for him." -- Shinigori

"Um question how in the hell do you put a picture by your name,I've been trying so long that it's starting to make me devolope carpulltunnel syndrom." -- Lord Shadow Of Nethetr
"Ummm...well for one thing you can't host images from your own computer...that very well may be your problem." -- Grandmaster Shoe

"So maybe it's just a red herring?" -- Zemyla

"Banjooie sucks." -- BOB_STALKER

"ENLIL, OOC AND FACKING DRUNK! =D!" -- FD

"People don't seem to realize, it wasn't a powerful ass poke. It was a powerful poke, to the ass!" -Lord McBastard

"NO SIGS WITH END YAOI IN THEM." -- End Reshiki

"Is it alright if I use a picture of a lobster having sex with a weasel as my new sig?" -- Bob the Cat

"Dude, Zem, that's sweet. Now you randomly sexchange." -- Archmage

"My loins were incorrect." -- Nekogami

"Correct that typo in your sig or the kitten gets it." -- Rube

" *Turns on the Banj signal*" -- Rube

"New person: *Comes in, makes an ass of himself*
Old people: *Treats new person like the ass he has proven himself to be*
New person: Wow, you're a bunch of elitists. :{{{
Old people: No, we just hate you.
New person: *Leaves in a huff*
Old people: Yay!" -- Rube

"Friends don't let Shini do FUCKING ANYTHING drunk." -- Shinigori

"One by one the penguins have stolen my sanity." -- Trom

"Not that I'm a homophobe or anything like that, but you know, if I can help it, I try not to be in situations where naked old men are flailing their junk at me." -- Molokidan

"You people need to stop forcing me into the position of defending newbies." -- Banjooie

"First rule of RPGWW: Never, ever give us an "other" option for a postrank poll." -- Spleen

"I can't argue with Gluglu's "no pants" argument." -- pd Rydia

"LOINCLOTHS FOR ALL!" -- Suicidal Sprite

"I find the term foolish honky hilarious. ^^" -- UnclePervy

"I wholly blame Dia, as I often do, since a great many things are her fault, including tornadoes, the stock market crash, and the disappearance of three of my dress socks." -- Archmage

"I suppose on the bright side I can smack monsters down while shouting "I AM A FARMER."" -- Archmage

"We told the cops we were stargazing. And although I certainly was getting glimpses of a heavenly body, and we DID have a telescope in the trunk, that wasn't necessarily our agenda." -- Priam

"NOO!!! IT BURNS LIKE MY ANUS!!!" -- Nick Shogun

"In conclusion, talking to my brother, he said it was the tastiest butt he ever ate." -- Shinigori

"Please provide me with all your bars of the most pure dark chocolate you have and an espresso machine so I can orgasm forever." -- Archmage

"Okay, I'll give you that. And I'll raise you a declaration of YOU SUCK OMG." -- Priam

"I declare wtfery." -- Banjooie

"Cowgirl Bra and hotpants...is this why you were walking funny the day before we left Otakon?" -- UnclePervy

"Whatever the hell this thread has become, it stabs me in the soul and twists the knife." -- Banjooie

"(note: no demons were summoned in the making of this post.)" -- ElementalistDaien

"PANTS DOWN = PARTY ALL NIGHT" -- FD

" Kate: Done. You better drink it all. Well, all the beer at least. I remember what happened when I introduced Dia to rum." -- Jak
"Jak: And I remember being ashamed on how quickly you got pissed on the stuff. Light weight." -- Cho

"1000 Blank White Cards, RPGWW edition!" -- Priam

"So, why are all the ads for this thread about Irritable Bowel Syndrome?" -- FD

"Yeah well. Twenty minutes before it started raining it was sunny and hot out. Also we're Canadian, and thus get +3 on our Fortitude save vs cold." -- EKDS

"Dude, if you're clicking on flash links posted by Mr "look at my penis", you're kind of asking for trouble." -- BrainWalker

"Heh, I haven't shown my penis for so long now." -- Wolfb3lly

"Looking back, you basically sounded like Dia on sugar. o.o" -- Banjooie

"It was mostly just incoherency and saying random things. Incoherently." -- EKDS

"yeah i got snowed in at my parents...not fun, especially without internet, i got kicked out of an RP because of getting snowed in..." -- PSLoyalist

"Fo shizzle, my number two pencil. *orders a gold d20 neckchain*" -- Priam

"'Text cannot convey emotion.'
This is why books never ever had any effect on anyone ever." -- Brainwalker

"I like my men to be pretty. Like me." -- LordMcBastard

"I like my men like I like my coffee.
No, not strong and black. I can't stand coffee." -- Brainwalker

"It's still better than BMP. Heck, text is better than BMP. Microsoft decided, when they were making an image format, to make it as huge and moronic as possible." -- Zemyla

"I am of the opinion that there is no danger in pissing anyone at all off when you're online. After all, uh....what are they gonna do? Type at you?" -- EKDS

"Cthulhu mythos? Aaawwww, how romantic!" -- Wolfb3lly

"What in the world are you trying to SAY? That there's something wrong with our system? Well congratulations, you just discovered the most incredibly blatantly obvious fact in ALL OF MANKIND'S HISTORY. Would you like a medal or a cookie?" -- Priam

"Shure its a Idea, only because we cant give it psyical form." -- Dalin Rifthome
"I have no idea what you're saying here, although it is an interesting illustration of the migratory patterns of the letter 'h.'" -- White Knight

"Any Yu-Gi-Oh game where you can't scream the name of the cards you play, and florish them like a Prince in springtime is not a game I wish to play." -- LMB
"See, I've /done/ that, LMB. It's fun. :D" -- Banjooie

"Dia is NOT a Democracy." -Banjooie

"Hi, I'm Josh, or FlamingDeth, or FDeth, or Orinthal James the Kitten (esquire), or the Mysterious Chicken, or Skeletor. You can ask about any of those that you want." -- FD

"Welcome to Doma, land of the REALISTIC LEGAL SYSTEM. Pounding someone can lead to incarceration, so can attacking someone, using unliscenced magic, lugging around potentially dangerous items in crowded areas, blowing things up, not being particularly nice to a guardsman, practicing the grittier parts of your religion in the streets, being offensive (whether you mean to or not) to the nobility etc. etc.

"Ahh, nothing like a society built to deal with adventurers." -- Neverah

"I am all over this with the enthusiasm of a fluorine atom shamelessly stealing the sole electron of a poor, unsuspecting hydrogen atom." -- Archmage
"I'm all over this like Ghenghis Khan on an unwalled capital City in China on a holiday." -- UnclePervy
"I'm all over this like a... ahh... umm...... umm...Well, the point is that I'm all over it." -- BrainWalker
"I'm all over this like hot sauce on anything I'm about to eat." -- Suicidal Sprite

"At full size, that image is, indeed, too large. It also is mildly seizure-inducing. Overall not a very good choice for a personal photo/avatar picture." -- pd Rydia

"Quatre looks remarkably at home in a sailor suit." Archmage

"I am moving nearer to the center of Victoria soon. More specifically, Esquimalt. Therefore, we have to arrange some sort of meeting to prove RPGWW does not solely consist of godless Ohioans. :(" -- Banjooie

"I desire mentai sentai hentai." -- Banjooie

"Woah, woah, boy. Put down the thesaurus, and back away from it slowly."  -- SquintzAltec

"END IS BANNED FOR ASSOCIATING MOOGLES WITH YAOI AND MAKING ME THINK OF REALLY AWFUL PR0N I HAVE SEEN IN THE PAST." -- UnclePervy

"And again, it all comes down to who has a bigger e-penis." -- Zemyla
"Well, we all know I'd win that pants-down." -- Wolfb3lly

"Honestly, people. There have been no documented cases of wetas eating children. It's just an urban myth." -- Kelne

"My ass is not for girls." -- Alex

"If I paid Gamestar a penny for his thoughts, I'd have change coming."

"I'd bite you, but it'd just be wierd. You know, a guy biting another guy. You need a dragongirl or something for that. I think that's written somewhere." -- BrainWalker

"NO ONE EXPECTS THE DOMAN GUARD!" -- Pervy

"Without my main pimping area, I feel like one of my pensis have been cut off ;__;" -- Choark
"I feel like my penis has been cut off too." -- Nekogami

"We're staying at the Jade Dragon, but we have to keep things tidy or a dragon will eat us." -- #85

"Less talk, more unconditional surrender." -- Kelne

"#32's log, day x, where x is equal to 2y and y is undefined and my head hurts..."

"The Captain said "Go join!" and I said "Alright.  Money can be exchanged for food!"" -- Kyle

"As for Mitsu, his evening was already planned. For he harbored a secret, hidden from his closest companions and friends to protect them from its dangers.  ¶  By day, he was a mild-mannered, slightly goofy, cleanliness-obsessed nekojin dragonhalf. But by night...  ¶  "Khrxtblg," Mitsu said intelligently and rolled over on his mat.  ¶  By night, he was an UNCONSCIOUS, mild-mannered, slightly goofy, cleanliness-obsessed nekojin dragonhalf. And... (this is the carefully guarded secret) he snored. Not too loudly, but enough to be irritating. And alas, Breathe-Right Nasal Strips had not yet been invented." -- WhiteKnight

"I know I've seen him somewhere before...is he one of the many guards of the castle?" -- Dia Rai

"Richard glared at the bartender a bit. "Hey. Ya got any deer heart? Pink here wants some. Raw.""

"Raptre looked positively lost. "What? You're having Kamos's baby?? WOW! Congratulations! All this time I thought you were a man you're really just an ugly chick!" He gave Richard an hug." -- Nekogami


--MISC CHAT QUOTES--

FdeTH (9:48:17 PM): Mog, you're a lamer because you are arguably the stupidest person on the internet.
xMoGxMooGle (9:48:27 PM): Im not aregueing


KnightsofSquare: You walk north. You walk north. You walk north. You stop for breath, then walk north again. You walk north. You are in front of a Horribly Tacky Castle.
KnightsofSquare: The castle lives up to its name. It is indeed horribly tacky. It is an ugly shade of peptobismal pink, and looms against the sky like a cancerous growth.


Arch mage144: Whenever I see a moogle...  
Arch mage144: I think of hot yaoi sex o_O


CTX Shadow Flare: Hello.  
dragonclawsedw: Hello?  
CTX Shadow Flare: Wanna cyber?  
dragonclawsedw: .....no.
dragonclawsedw: Who are you?  
CTX Shadow Flare: Flik  
CTX Shadow Flare: So do you want to?  
dragonclawsedw: No!


OMG PRIAM: His character level...that's....impossible!!!  
dragonclawsedw: He's going...SUPER PHILSYSAIYAJIN!
Daien01: OMG HE WENT INTO THE EPIC LEVEL!!!


Arch mage144 (12:46:20 AM): Weee, I'm all fit for bondage! ^_^


Daien01: *STAB STAB STAB*
Daien01: *... WITH A SWORD, NOT HIS PENIS.*


Arch mage144: My cerebral cortex is leaking out my ears


DogshamanPhil: GUARD YOUR ANKLES
Arch mage144: OKAYERING
Arch mage144: WITH MY LIFE IF NECESSARY
DogshamanPhil: WITH TITANIUM SOCKS TOO
Arch mage144: I DONT' HAVE ANY
DogshamanPhil: THEN GO OUT AND GET SOME THIS IS IMPORTANT DAMMIT
DogshamanPhil: THE BATTLEBOTS ARE ATTACKING AND THEY GO FOR THE ANKLES
Arch mage144: I WILL I BET THEY SELL THEM AT MEJIER


 MEGAMOG911: I HAVE MANY SPRITE CANS.
Ryuzoku SCV: BUILDING A SPRITE FORT
Ryuzoku SCV: ?
MEGAMOG911: FORT SPRITE WILL ATTACK THE INVADING CANADIANS.
Ryuzoku SCV: BUT CAN FORT SPRITE HOLD UP AGAINST THEIR FORT OF BEER CANS?
MEGAMOG911: THE BEER CAN FORT HAS SHODDY CONSTRUCTION. GUESS WHY.
Ryuzoku SCV: DUNNO. WHY?
MEGAMOG911: THE BUILDERS WERE DRUNK.
Ryuzoku SCV: OMG


Barge: *raises his sword* Game... *twirls it* Set... *smirk*
Big Fat Chocobo: *a big fat chocobo falls on the demon Barge* ^)-(^
Rydia: ...and...squish?
Hakaril: .......Dia? Did YOU do that?
Rydia: *stares* o_O ...I think so.
Hakaril: ...that's great!
Richard: O.O WOAH. Remind me NEVER to get YOU mad, Dia. O.O;;;;
Raptre: HAAAAAAA HAAAAAAA!!!!!!
Idran: So remember everyone. Crushing works good on demons.


End790 (2:36:58 AM): *Um, just picture Kelne in an environment with half-naked children and molestation of oddly phallic aliens, and you'll be right on*


OnePointFivePie: Do you have enough mana to tap Fateshaper?
Arch mage144: ...do I?
OnePointFivePie: Since you said that, I assume you don't. :P
OnePointFivePie: Attack with Fateshaper.
Arch mage144: ...what are you talking about?
Arch mage144: I don't have ANY mana
Arch mage144: As I'm not playing a game of Magic o_o
OnePointFivePie: Ack, wrong IM.


dragonclawsedw: Dunno much about my teaches...except that my bio one is way pregnant...
J4deninj44: Let's hope she's in a good mood most times....
J4deninj44: Or doesn't drop the baby in the middle of lecture. o_o''
dragonclawsedw: Indeeed...though she'll be switching off teachers mid semester
dragonclawsedw: I think she should be able to handle it, she's a developmental biology teacher anyways XD
dragonclawsedw: Teacher: For todays *pant* Lecture I'll *pant* Be delivering my baby!
J4deninj44: Teacher: o__o;;; Um students....the subject...for...today's exam is.....DELIVERING MY BABY!! *Scream*
J4deninj44: .........
J4deninj44: MY HEAD!
dragonclawsedw: ...ONNA!


SongstressEnlil: *BECAUSE IF YOU ARE...*
SongstressEnlil: *JIMMY BUFFET!*


SongstressEnlil: *LESS GEOMETRY MORE PR0N*
OMG Priam: DICE ON DICE ACTION!
OMG Priam: TOO HOT FOR CHAT!
Consolelover: INDEED
SongstressEnlil: *THERE WE GO*
THENinjaRabbi: OH YEAH!
OMG Priam: OH YEAH NATURAL 20 BABY
SongstressEnlil: *SOMEBODY'S BEEN WAITING TO USE THAT ONE*
THENinjaRabbi: I ROLLED A 69 ON MY D100!
OMG Priam: OF COURSE SHE'S OVER AN 18!


Dr Ninja Ph D: <--hasn't shaved yet
Arch mage144: Go do it then, you bum.
*OnlineHost*: dragonclawsedw rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
dragonclawsedw: Doc fails his shave :{{{
Arch mage144: XD
Arch mage144: "Shave vs. facial hair or have a beard."
Dr Ninja Ph D: hey! only *I* get to roll my shaving throws
Arch mage144: "Critical failure, you just nicked yourself!"
*OnlineHost*: Dr Ninja Ph D rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Arch mage144: XD
Dr Ninja Ph D: ow
dragonclawsedw: YOU STILL FAIL
Arch mage144: CRITICAL FAILURE
Arch mage144: You nick yourself and have to bandage it up.


EbilRyuuzoku: o____o Where's my Brian?!
Ebil Dia: I ate him. o.o
Ebil Dia: Sorry.
EbilRyuuzoku: Dia! >V<
Ebil Dia: He found out about my SECRET PLANS!!!!11oneone
Ebil Dia: I promise it'll never happen again ;_;


pd Rydia (1:57:20 AM): COMICAL ROMANTIC SITUATIONS SO HILARIOUS YOU'LL CRAP YOUR PANTS!!!


EbilRyuuzoku: *Casts summon furnature*
Arch mage144: If he's going to keep pitching spells, he's going to make sure they're DOING something.
Arch mage144: *casts Animate Nightstand IV*
Mr Nightstand has entered the room.
Arch mage144: XD
FFFan80: XD
FFFan80: *cracking up*
Mr Nightstand: Thank you Kate, and yo all!
EbilRyuuzoku: It worked!


 *OnlineHost*: ReakoSomner rolled 1 69-sided die: 69 


 TinviperOmega: I dare you to go to an American taco Bell and throw a fucking fit when they don't sell fries.
Ganon fro: XD
Ganon fro: Who goes to Taco Bell for fries???
TinviperOmega: You Canadians do, don't you? With you sicles and hammers?
TinviperOmega: And communist propaganda?
TinviperOmega: And purple hair?
TinviperOmega: And Free health care?
TinviperOmega: And Universal translators?
TinviperOmega: And cold fusion power sources?
TinviperOmega: And fair and honest government?
Ganon fro: ...I'm not Canadian
Ganon fro: I live an hour away from the border TO Canada, as in to GET INTO Canada
TinviperOmega: And Strong Bad Emails?
TinviperOmega: Oh...
TinviperOmega: Excuse me for a moment.. *runs*


Kirbjooie: *has an mpeg of Denis Leary's Asshole. ^.^*
XStrike8: *does as well*
Arch mage144: Why would you want THAT?
Kirbjooie: Because.
SongstressEnlil: *It is a curios thing to desire*
Arch mage144: I think that's fucked up.
Kirbjooie: The song, you fuck.
Kirbjooie: The Asshole song, you FUCK.
Arch mage144: Ohhh, right


SongstressEnlil: *ASH NO LONGER HAS DIA OR KOSS TO SAVE HIM NOW*
OMG Priam: PERFEKT.
SongstressEnlil: *LET THE TORMENT OF TEN THOUSAND PANTY SHOTS BEGIN*
OMG Priam: YES.
Miyuki EX: O_o
SongstressEnlil: *Note: Said Shots done by male Sailor Moon Cosplayers::*
Miyuki EX: o_O
OMG Priam: LET THE SHOTS BEGIN.


SongstressEnlil: *Downloading Fallout*
CrayVernand: Hmm...
SongstressEnlil: *Full Version*
SongstressEnlil: *On Dialup*
CrayVernand: This intruiges me and scares me at the same time.
SongstressEnlil: *It's 497046 K*
CrayVernand: I'm not sure wether that scares me more or less.
SongstressEnlil: *I've been downloading since 5 PM EST*
SongstressEnlil: *About....9 hours now*
SongstressEnlil: *and have 27% now*


Kamos: Am I suddenly the God of Ducks?


[ever had one of those conversations when you're both typing just a few seconds too slow? XD]
pd Rydia (5:33:47 PM): actually, I think I'm going to lurk offline for a while. o_o
Jak Snide (5:33:48 PM): Also...one sec.
pd Rydia (5:33:53 PM): but I shall wait
Jak Snide (5:33:54 PM): Ah, then nm.
Jak Snide (5:33:59 PM): Oh, okay
pd Rydia (5:34:00 PM): o_o
pd Rydia (5:34:01 PM): XD


WaiSenshiYuffie: LIKING YAOI DOES NOT MAKE YOU BAY o_O


Daien01: ADAM! WE HAVE INVENTED BOOKS!
THENinjaRabbi: YOU HAVE?
Daien01: YES!
THENinjaRabbi: HOW MANY YEARS DID IT TAKE?
Daien01: I DON'T KNOW. A FEW HUNDRED?
THENinjaRabbi: WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH YOUR NEWFOUND POWER?
Daien01: WRITE!
THENinjaRabbi: WOW!
Daien01: REALLY! IT'S LIKE.... YOU SEE....
Daien01: YOU PUT YOUR PEN ON THE PAPER, RIGHT? AND MOVE IT ALONG IT?
Daien01: AND ... THE MARK REMAINS THERE!
THENinjaRabbi: AMAZING!
THENinjaRabbi: WHAT'S NEXT FOR MALTA?
THENinjaRabbi: COMPUTERS?
Daien01: WE GOT THEM. BUT ONLY FROM FRANCE. THEY SURRENDERED THEM TO US.


MEGAMOG911: Also, you will tell me how the hell you have managed not to be banned from RPGww yet.
Kirbjooie: Oh, right, that
Kirbjooie: You noticed, hm?
MEGAMOG911: Yeah, I was kinda finding it odd.


EbilRyuuzoku: I expect him to ask us to make our explainations in the form of a haiku for the final exam..


Daien42 has left the room.
Daien42 has left the room.
Ebil DM TERRY: .. 4 times now? wait 5.
Ebil DM TERRY: can we get a 6th one?!
Kirbjooie: Record is 17.
OMG Priam: Go, dan! For great futility!


a_gazebo: In a shade-dappled clearing in the woods it stands. Carefully was its sturdy foundation constructed. Graceful was its form designed. Six noble beams of wood support a magnificient roof topped with shingles the color of burnt umber. White as pure as an angel's down is the wood painted. Intricate are the workings of the wooden structure. It is...the gazebo.
Lucid_Haku . o O ( Wow... a gazebo )
a_gazebo . o O ( I'm so glad you noticed. ^_^ I look just like my profile's picture )
Lucid_Haku . o O ( The sad part is your the best RPer in here, gazebo )


[19:01] FDeth: Fish.
[19:02] UltraRube: Superfish
[19:02] FDeth: Ultrafish.
[19:02] UltraRube: Uberfish
[19:03] FDeth: Gigafish.
[19:03] UltraRube: Feemfish
[19:03] FDeth: ....goddamnit.
[19:03] UltraRube: Hah.


rdShano: EbilRyuuzoku: *growls angrily, bwhinf hir qirh rhw bolr and not taking the energy so well...*
rdShano: A few typois, I think, *snigger*
rdShano: *typos


Yo ImNuckingFuts: so do u know what time skewl starts tomorrow??
Brodzky Zero: *You should go in early and practice your spelling, mister :{ *
Yo ImNuckingFuts: or not....
Brodzky Zero: *I can only assume skewl = school*
Yo ImNuckingFuts: i like that spelin betr
Brodzky Zero: *Did you get hit in the head with a brick?*
Yo ImNuckingFuts: :-D


Ebil Dia (1:23:53 PM): MmmmmmmmMMMMMMMMMMmmmmmmmmmmmmmm ~_~ I'm bored
Ryuzoku SCV (1:23:59 PM): ME too.
Ryuzoku SCV (1:24:07 PM): noone is on RO to play with me . :|
Ebil Dia (1:24:13 PM): :{
rdShano (1:24:14 PM): Boo ={
Ryuzoku SCV (1:24:14 PM): guess i can doodle some swimsuits
SongstressEnlil (1:24:18 PM): *Yay!*
Ebil Dia (1:24:19 PM): yay!
rdShano (1:24:19 PM): Yay!
Ebil Dia (1:24:22 PM): ...
rdShano (1:24:25 PM): XD
Ryuzoku SCV (1:24:28 PM): HA!
Ebil Dia (1:24:29 PM): >:{ copycats
Ryuzoku SCV (1:24:35 PM): 3 way head invasion
SongstressEnlil (1:24:36 PM): *THE MASSES AGREE!*


Kirbjooie: ..HOLY SHIT, SHAN'S A GIRL?
BrainWalkr: yes?
Kirbjooie: ...Whoa.


The Dice Gods: Shini could not resist ChrC's swedish natural charm!
The Dice Gods: One 'bork' and it was over


[21:23] MEGAMOG911: WHAT KIND OF CHEAP ROBOTS HAVE NO PENISES???
[21:23] UltraRube: YOU WILL NOT QUESTION THE MAN HOOD OF MY ROBOTS.


FdeTH: I was going to say something along the lines of "There's plenty of man in Joshville for everone. :D".


xMoGxMooGle (11:48:49 PM): some here threatened me
xMoGxMooGle (11:48:51 PM): Gasp NotANinja (9:48:48 PM): Greetings. I am the scanner bot. I have successfully noted, via my extensive network, that you have contracted the STFU N00B virus.Kindly turn off AIM for safety.


Ebil Dia (9:22:49 PM): Hi Katez0rs :{
dragonclawsedw (9:23:00 PM): OHNO TEH DDIAN/?
Ebil Dia (9:23:15 PM): Ohnoes indeed. I am here to eat your bebbies and steal your womens. >:[
dragonclawsedw (9:23:29 PM): ONO MY BEBIESSS?
Ebil Dia (9:23:40 PM): Yes your bebbies! Say goodbye to Adam!
dragonclawsedw (9:23:57 PM): Nuuuuuuuuu you can't have him >:[
Ebil Dia (9:24:06 PM): Oh yeah?
dragonclawsedw (9:24:40 PM): YEAH >:{
Ebil Dia (9:24:50 PM): Oh, okies. ^_^
dragonclawsedw (9:25:22 PM): *wonders how he became her son anyways*
Ebil Dia (9:25:58 PM): I think he adopted you. o.o
dragonclawsedw (9:26:20 PM): But...parents adopt kids!
Ebil Dia (9:26:53 PM): In communist <s>Russia</s> RPGWW, the kids adopt YOU.


Darkened Yin: HOLKY CRAP


dragonclawsedw (12:08:06 AM): GASP!
dragonclawsedw (12:08:10 AM): EVIL FFFAN!
Ebil FFFan80 (12:08:13 AM): <.<
pd Rydia (12:08:16 AM): GASPERING
Ebil FFFan80 (12:08:17 AM): EIBL. GET IT RIGHT.
Ebil FFFan80 (12:08:21 AM): ...
Ebil FFFan80 (12:08:23 AM): XD
ChibiUrusai (12:08:24 AM): ...
pd Rydia (12:08:24 AM): .............
ChibiUrusai (12:08:25 AM): XD
pd Rydia (12:08:25 AM): XD


Choark:: *kiss's Doc*
EKDS5k:: AUGH!
Choark:: =3


Ajil6: I don't have a boyfriend either. :D
Ajil6: Priam wanted to be my boyfriend.
Ajil6: But I was like.
Ajil6: "NO."
Optimus Priam: Please. You so wanted me.
Optimus Priam: You were all "Hey, be my concubine"
Optimus Priam: And I was like "HOLY SHIT IT'S A WOOKIEE"


Ebil GM Dia (2:16:34 PM): I go
(2:16:39 PM) Ebil GM Dia has left the room.
(2:16:50 PM) AIM T3chie has left the room.
(2:16:53 PM) PocketDragon Dia has left the room.
(2:16:57 PM) LilDragonFluffy has left the room.
(2:17:08 PM) Ryuugami has left the room.
(2:17:12 PM) teh Dia has left the room.
(2:17:17 PM) Ebil Dia has left the room.
pd Rydia (2:17:26 PM): Much better


Kilraianjja: I've got my real dice here =P
dragonclawsedw: Yay!
dragonclawsedw: A real D100? :{{
Kilraianjja: Nah, just 2d10 :{{{
dragonclawsedw: Inferior, I have a TRUE d100!
Kilraianjja: Stop outdoing my d-penis :{{{


Supernius: Hello Banjooie.
MEGAMOG911: Wrong guy. Go home Vir.
Supernius: :(
Supernius: Fine. Bye.
MEGAMOG911: Okay.


trickey863 (8:06:48 PM): hey all!
trickey863 (8:06:53 PM): asl!
grummzaire (8:06:59 PM): 16/m/IL
TheGhastlyKnight (8:07:00 PM): 45/F/Ohio
liontamer566 (8:07:05 PM): lol
liontamer566 (8:07:10 PM): u jokin
Aqword Dialekt (8:07:10 PM): /ban knight
(8:07:11 PM) TheGhastlyKnight has left the room.
AIM T3chie (8:07:45 PM): agism!
AIM T3chie (8:07:56 PM): how lame


Trom Kehra (6:49:45 PM): you know what's really fun to do?
THENinjaRabbi (6:50:00 PM): DM!
Ebil Dia (6:50:06 PM): DM's fun to do?


Brodzky Zero (6:49:22 PM): *Would you dance with the devil in the pale moon light?*
Arch mage144 (6:49:29 PM): Do I get to be naked?
Brodzky Zero (6:49:32 PM): *Yes*
Arch mage144 (6:49:36 PM): Sure, why not.
Brodzky Zero (6:49:45 PM): *Sweet. He says he really digs you*


TheWaiChibiAngel (6:19:43 PM): *I MUST CHOOSE BETWEEN MY MEAT AND...MY MEAT.*


(4:50:56 PM) RPGWW Chat has left the room.


(12:08:51 PM) You have just entered room "rpgww chat."
Ganon fro (12:09:04 PM): >.>
A Rockin SN (12:12:48 PM): <.<
Ganon fro (12:13:46 PM): ....
Ganon fro (12:19:47 PM): *HUGS DAN*
A Rockin SN (12:19:51 PM): *HUGGED*
A Rockin SN (12:19:55 PM): AAAAAAAAARGH!
A Rockin SN (12:19:57 PM): I"M ON FIRE!
A Rockin SN (12:20:00 PM): I'M ON FIRE! HELP!
Ganon fro (12:20:12 PM): It worked!!! >:D


[He signed off after Jooie messaged him with:]
SenatorMcCarthy1: Your Screen Name (TheFatHotStuff) has been indicated as belonging to a member of the Communist Party.
SenatorMcCarthy1 (7:30:15 PM): Please disconnect within 5 minutes or face legal action. You currently have (5) minutes remaining.
[This just serves as proof that Jooie > You. That is all.]


Kekkou Aoshi: Lintmancer = ?
DWSage009: It's Lys.
DWSage009: <_< >_> I swear it.


dragonclawsedw: And Griff gets the "Door's bitch" award


Hakaril: Did you want us to come here just to chat? Shall I start pouring tea?
Mally: If you wish.


Jak Snide (11:23:16 PM): "Let's all take our clothes off, and form a conga line! Look out for that broken class, hey Joe, we need more wine!"



KnightsofSquare (11:40:42 PM): Dia is one of the true geniuses of our day, and has capabilities that few men can match.  Unfortunately, those capabilites are in the field of walrus training, a skillset that is not in high demand.  Still, he is very successful
KnightsofSquare (11:40:59 PM): working odd jobs, due to his unique ability to relate almost any task to his field of expertise.
KnightsofSquare (11:44:14 PM): Rob is a cyborg assassin sent from the future to kill the man who will be responsible for World War 4.  Unfortunately, she cannot complete her mission because, due to a simple digit transposition error, she was inadvertantly sent to
Marshmallow DM (11:44:32 PM): Wow, Rob got the awesome one.
KnightsofSquare (11:44:44 PM): the year 2004 instead of the year 2040.  She spends most of her time playing video games and watching bad science fiction movies while waiting for her target to be born
KnightsofSquare (11:45:03 PM): Dia and Rob got in at exactly the wrong time for the gender rotation. :(


Fdeth ....stupid people are dumb.



T3chn0Namagomi (8:16:26 PM): Actually, Brian is right.  My mom does represent the pinnacle of overgeneralization and laziness
Arch mage144 (8:16:40 PM): ...I nearly blew M&Ms all over my screen.



KnightsofSquare (8:22:35 PM): Someone give me a good lazy cosplay idea for this year's SugoiCon!
Molokidan (8:22:48 PM): Random anime character in school uniform
T3chn0Namagomi (8:22:49 PM): ...Jesus! :D!
KnightsofSquare (8:22:50 PM): I mean, I could go as the most attractive man in the world again, but that's just too easy.
Brodzky Zero (8:22:51 PM): *Mike:  Wear a hat with a character's name on it.*
SongstressEnlil (8:23:01 PM): *Koss: Any Ranma 1/2 character*
Molokidan (8:23:17 PM): I think Ukyo would be hard.
KnightsofSquare (8:23:29 PM): If I were willing to braid my hair, I might even be able to go as Ranma.
pd Rydia (8:24:12 PM): Mike:  >_>  Go as one of the Yatta Men.
KnightsofSquare (8:24:16 PM): ....
pd Rydia (8:24:22 PM): If you get cold, I'll help warm you up.
T3chn0Namagomi (8:24:51 PM): Dia, stop being hormonal! XD
pd Rydia (8:25:16 PM): Bah, you act as if it's a new thing.
KnightsofSquare (8:25:35 PM): I'm still weighing the pros and cons of her proposal


l33tPenguinePimp: I'm going to try to make a bread bowl.
KnightsofSquare: Good luck.
KnightsofSquare: I can't even make a bread play ping pong.


TheGreatNevareh (12:15:39 AM): This proves to me that you do not spend much time around Women.
Besyanteo (12:15:43 AM): ...
Besyanteo (12:15:47 AM): I'm gay
Besyanteo (12:15:51 AM): and a nerd
Besyanteo (12:15:57 AM): C'mon. :{
TheGreatNevareh (12:16:10 AM): All right, you get the benefit of the doubt.


TheGreatNevareh (12:37:01 AM): Awww! Josie's a werewolf now, so there won't be any bestiality!
KnightsofSquare (12:37:13 AM): No, just yiff.
FDeth (12:37:53 AM): ... :(
FDeth (12:38:07 AM): I have no idea what you're talking about, but it obviously isn't good.



OMG Priam (12:21:00 AM): Bucket?
pd Rydia (12:21:03 AM): BACON
OMG Priam (12:21:10 AM): BUCKET OF BACON?!?


pd Rydia (12:20:22 AM): (also, when Dan looked in my folders, he was scared)
A Rockin SN (12:20:43 AM): Dia...
A Rockin SN (12:20:51 AM): Your computer is... Kinda like a ... How do I explain it.
A Rockin SN (12:21:02 AM): ... It's like a robotic supersoldier.
pd Rydia (12:21:07 AM): Dan:  :D
CGNakibe (12:21:11 AM): Dan: EXACTLY what I was thinking. >:P
A Rockin SN (12:21:13 AM): It does its job perfectly.
A Rockin SN (12:21:16 AM): BUT IT HAS NO HUMANITY.
A Rockin SN (12:21:19 AM): NONE AT ALL.
A Rockin SN (12:21:25 AM): IT FEELS NO LOVE. e_e
pd Rydia (12:21:27 AM): of course it has no humanity
CGNakibe (12:21:29 AM): Hehehehe.
pd Rydia (12:21:32 AM): IT'S A FUCKING COMPUTER
A Rockin SN (12:21:43 AM): ... IT HAS NO HUMAN TOUCH!


Brodzky Zero (10:27:19 PM): *Is it wrong that stupid shoes like The Swan (Other shows that are based off of Plastic Surgery, too.) really piss me off?*
pd Rydia (10:27:30 PM): not in the least
DarkLordKelne (10:27:31 PM): Not in the least.
DarkLordKelne (10:27:36 PM): .....
pd Rydia (10:27:40 PM): The Swan is a horrible, horrible atrocity
pd Rydia (10:27:48 PM): also, it's good to see that Kelne is still a wereDia
Besyanteo (10:27:48 PM): Kelne: ... Full moon already?
Besyanteo (10:27:55 PM): ...
pd Rydia (10:27:57 PM): And Bes is to get out of my head
Besyanteo (10:27:57 PM): *poof*
Besyanteo (10:28:02 PM): ... DAMMIT
pd Rydia (10:28:03 PM): ho  >:{
DarkLordKelne (10:28:03 PM): So it would seem.
Besyanteo (10:28:09 PM): this was suppsoed to be cured! ^>_<^
Besyanteo (10:28:31 PM): *purple haired were dia!*


pd Rydia (4:24:50 PM): eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
pd Rydia (4:24:54 PM): I did not mean to type that
pd Rydia (4:25:09 PM): also:  Mom thinks the dietician is going to put Dad on a low carb low fat diet.  :(
pd Rydia (4:25:15 PM): wtf is he supposed to get energy from?
T3chn0Namagomi (4:25:28 PM): COSMIC RAYS, Dia.
T3chn0Namagomi (4:25:32 PM): COSMIC RAYS.
CGNakibe (4:25:39 PM): Damn Daystar.
pd Rydia (4:25:42 PM): Doug has the right answer
pd Rydia (4:25:46 PM): in fact I'm so fucking saving that
CGNakibe (4:25:48 PM): Must be part of its insidious plot. e.e
pd Rydia (4:25:56 PM): *gets out ye old quotes!.rtf file*


Arch mage144: KEFKA FLAKES.
Arch mage144: They're tasty in milk and full of HATE HATE HATE.


Jak Snide (6:53:25 PM): I'd be like Millia! But manly
pd Rydia (6:53:58 PM): oh oh oh!
pd Rydia (6:54:41 PM): You'd be like this [http://www.deviantart.com/view/8867700/]!  But Millia!
T3chn0Namagomi (6:55:19 PM): OH DEAR GOD.


OMG Dirty (3:26:45 PM): Oh ho. THE LOGIC IT MAKES SENSE TO ME.
OMG Dirty (3:27:02 PM): >.> mike gets edumacation in the melting bacon town.


pd Rydia (2:31:25 PM): Bacon!
DogshamanPhil (2:31:31 PM): Corn!
pd Rydia (2:31:40 PM): Corn?
DogshamanPhil (2:31:52 PM): *nod*  Actually maize if you want to get technical.
pd Rydia (2:32:13 PM): ...I am fascinated.  Tell me more about your product and/or service.


A Rockin SN (6:21:28 PM): At old times, our school was so posh that people who spoke Maltese were punished.
NebbieQ (6:21:36 PM): ...what the fuck?
NebbieQ (6:21:42 PM): You...you live in Malta.
A Rockin SN (6:21:54 PM): ... Before Sir Mintoff entered and said "Let them speak Maltese or I'll bend you over".
A Rockin SN (6:21:57 PM): And from then on, they did.
NebbieQ (6:22:03 PM): Thank God.
A Rockin SN (6:22:06 PM): Sir Mintoff was an awesome man. ;_;
NebbieQ (6:22:09 PM): That's the most absurd thing I've heard all day.


NQtheWonderNymph has entered the room.
AIM T3chie: Dude, he needs more sex or something. Seriously.


Ragnarok Knight3 has entered the room.
AdamSquint: *groped*
Ragnarok Knight3 has left the room.


(7:27:59 PM) DWSage008 has entered the room.
J4deninj44 (7:28:00 PM): PHALLUS!!!


You have just entered room "RPGWW Chat."
OMG Archmage: ...also, Sarah licked me.


Ajil6 has entered the room.
Ganon fro: OMG, WHAT A HORRIBLE HORRIBLE MAGIZINE!
Ajil6: Y'ellow.
Ajil6: @_@
OMG Priam: *subscribes Ajil to Omar Lovers Weekly*


You have just entered room "RPGWW Chat."
Faster Than Pain: SPHINCTER!
DWSage008: Besides the obvious disconnects, why no fiar?
Faster Than Pain: I'd post that one, but it wasn't an accident.
Faster Than Pain: OnlineHost: DWSage008 has entered the room.
UltimateKoD has entered the room.
Faster Than Pain: Faster Than Pain: SPHINCTER!
UltimateKoD: ...
Faster Than Pain: ...
DWSage008: Now THAT was an accident.


You have just entered room "RPGWW Chat."
BrainWalkr: By the end of that one, I was too busy thinking "what the fuck!?" to consider the ramifications on urination.


XStrike8 has entered the room.
Choark: >> I'm nekkid here and ready for action!


You have just entered room "RPGWW Chat."
Arch mage144: ...but "losing hard up the ass" doesn't make sense o_O
Ebil DM Terry: ....
Arch mage144: ...hi DM o_o;


You have just entered room "GI VINCENT AND THE RP."
J4deninj44: I've never had a lesbian experience. ;_; I'm so depriiiiiived.


SongstressEnlil has entered the room.
J4deninj44: I just got some watermelon lube today!


You have just entered room "RPGWW Chat."
Daien42: WANG IS NOT IN THE EQUATION.


Ryuzoku SCV has entered the room.
Jak Snide: *flees!*
Ryuzoku SCV: Damn straight

You have just entered room "RpGwW C Hat."
THENinjaRabbi: ...and my dog just stole my boxers.


rpgww owner (10:20:39 PM): what are role play games exsactaly


pd Rydia (7:16:17 PM): Blue rubber ducky dragon Joan of Arc Spicy Chili Beans 7-sided dice fuzzy catbus plushie Spanish dictionary cheap Chinese lucky charm slime! ~lelelele
OMG Dirty (7:17:42 PM): stuffed monkey doll picture of brandon pumpkin pie scented lotion bottle of aspirin coin purse sims 2 kleenex devil duck tinkerbell

TheWaiChibiAngel: *Twenty bucks says he did that on purpose :(*
Idran1701: No, twenty bucks says "Hey, I'm Andrew Jackson!"


KnightsofSquare (6:09:46 PM): ...HA!
KnightsofSquare (6:10:30 PM): "The safe has a weight of 200 lb and is supported by the rope and pulley arrangement shown.  If the end of the rope is given to a boy of weight 90 lb,
KnightsofSquare (6:10:31 PM):  determine his acceleration if in the confusion he doesn't let go of the rope"


Nakibe:  T*p*: That's a new look for you, sis.
Ryuugami:  T*p*: o.o I have a penis.
Nakibe:  Charming things, aren't they?


Arch mage144 (8:01:22 PM): The power of LOVE?
Arch mage144 (8:01:25 PM): Is this a magical girl RP?
T3chn0Namagomi (8:01:37 PM): Kamos ain't a magical girl. XDF
Arch mage144 (8:02:01 PM): He's not very magical or feminine, no, but I'd pay money to see him in a Sailor Suit.


XStrike8 (6:02:10 PM): My Big Brother could beat you THREE TIMES, MISTER!!!
XStrike8 (6:02:24 PM): And STILL have room for breakfast!!! eVe


dragonclawsedw (6:32:10 PM): From what I've learned..
dragonclawsedw (6:32:19 PM): "dead" things really don't tend to stay "dead"
pdRydia (6:32:46 PM): ...
pdRydia (6:32:50 PM): GAH!
WillBaseton (6:32:58 PM): What?
pdRydia (6:33:02 PM): o_O;;; *sudden fear of Darius coming after her again*
dragonclawsedw (6:33:05 PM): ...gah?
pdRydia (6:33:08 PM): I just...had a bad thought. *shudders*
dragonclawsedw (6:33:31 PM): Ah...
pdRydia (6:33:40 PM): *shudders again* >_<
dragonclawsedw (6:33:43 PM): Got an old dead enemy of your own?
pdRydia (6:33:47 PM): Why do so many people want to kill ME?
WillBaseton (6:33:59 PM): Maybe they think you've got problems.
pdRydia (6:34:08 PM): I have got problems! Them!
XStrike8 (6:36:41 PM): (Darius: DEMON!! You will DIE for your SINS!!!)
pdRydia (6:37:04 PM): (Dia: >_< *bites Darius* CAN'T WE ALL JUST GET ALONG?)
KnightsofSquare (6:39:00 PM): (Geez, he's a jerk. Next thing you know he'll be throwing someone in the lion's den...)


Rob: Well there was this one time I was in a forest and I talked to this guy who wasn't wearin' nuthin'. o.o
Solis: I met these crazy people with funny pointy ears that were mean to me and shot at me and cast spells and everything...
Rob: Yup, he was buuuutt naked. *nods*
Solis: and this mean dragoon man who tried to kill me!!!
El Bob: >.>
Solis: WOOOOOWWW... o.o
Rob: And he made strawberries grow from NOWHERE!
Dia: ...Rob. Speak right. -_-
El Bob: ...he speak like me. I understand him better.
Dia: >_>
El Bob: *smile*
Damian: Well, he IS a kid...
Dia: See, Rob? You talk like an otherworlder. Now talk right before I assign you a nickname.
El Bob: ...
Rob: :X Yes'm.
El Bob: *snickers*
El Bob: you are evil, you know that?
Dia: >.>
El Bob: (Argh! He's too coherent!)
Dia: ...yes. *shrugs*
Damian: Heh.
El Bob: as long you know.


dragonclawsedw (10:35:33 PM): (Pants check!)
dragonclawsedw (10:35:47 PM): (*rolls a die*)


Kelne2261 (7:49:09 PM): Nah, cats don't want to destroy the world.
Kelne2261 (7:49:23 PM): Just catch it and let it go a few times.


Kelne2261 (8:13:49 PM): ... How's your hearing?
Ebil GM Dia (8:14:21 PM): What herring? I don't have any herring today.


SongstressEnlil [Pervy] (8:42:34 PM): What 'bout Cats, Son?
SongstressEnlil [Pervy] (8:42:42 PM): Ye see th' one we need?
Ebil GM Dia [NPC] (8:42:59 PM): Cats? 9_9 Ain't that the name of that guy, from that one freaky kids book?
EbilRyuuzoku [Catalina] (8:43:11 PM): O.o Freaky kids book?
Ebil GM Dia [NPC] (8:43:12 PM): Your Base is Toast, or something?


pd Rydia (3:43:55 PM): *yells in at Leth and Kadrin* IF YOU TWO SO MUCH AS DAMAGE MY INN WHILE FIGHTING I WILL PERSONALLY DECAPITATE BOTH OF YOU AND LEAVE YOUR HEADS OUT AS WARNING TO OTHERS!!!


Arch mage144 (8:14:22 PM): (Wee, and I'm full of 3-ways)


pd Rydia [Rune] (8:45:43 PM): My marks are sufficient. *sips her drink* However, they would be better if I would quit blowing things up. *states that as if she were saying she needed to study more*


pd Rydia (9:05:07 PM): *stands up abruptly and smiles at the two of them* Excuse me for a moment...^_^ *disappears rapidly into a restroom...the men's restroom...*
UltimateKoD (9:05:15 PM): ... huh?
UltimateKoD (9:05:21 PM): IM: Something's up...
pd Rydia (9:08:32 PM): IM: o.o urinals are scary.
KnightsofSquare (9:08:56 PM): (Urinal of DEATH: GRAAAA! *bites*)


dragonclawsedw (9:31:14 PM): (Aya: *kicks him in the lil Kuri*)


pd Rydia (9:46:53 PM): (d'oh. too many new names make..Dia something something)
AdamSquint (9:47:09 PM): (go crazy?)
pd Rydia (9:47:32 PM): (don't mind if I do! *glomps Adam and bites his neck* ^_^)


FFFan80 (11:17:52 PM): (O_o;; would the universe SURVIVE if Migi and Leslie ever met?)
pd Rydia (11:18:02 PM): ( >:P don't forget the Diikoi)
UltimateKoD (11:18:03 PM): (...nope.)
FFFan80 (11:18:08 PM): (X_X;;; )
UltimateKoD (11:18:16 PM): (And the ironic thing is...)
UltimateKoD (11:18:38 PM): (If the universe was destroyed, guess who'd reap the souls? XP)


pdRydia (11:17:42 PM): o.o Mystess says you two should just $#&@ and then you won't fight anymore. o.o
J4deninj44 (11:17:52 PM): (.....GO ROB!)


Hiro Tenkai (11:41:16 PM): ::Still on top of Richard::
Hiro Tenkai (11:41:18 PM): ...
Hiro Tenkai (11:41:22 PM): This is pretty comfy.


pdRydia (10:00:42 PM): -__- *sings drunkenly in mangled draconic*
pdRydia (10:02:33 PM): *sings about red chicken sweater jump contests*
pdRydia (10:02:42 PM): *PROBABLY means to be singing something else*
AdamSquint (10:03:19 PM): T2Dia: You REALLY need to work on your Draconic...

pdRydia (10:11:15 PM): *starts singing in broken draconic again*
WillBaseton (10:11:27 PM): So she DOES know draconic...
AdamSquint (10:11:33 PM): (what is she saying?)
pdRydia (10:11:34 PM): *talks a lot of nonsense, and about flying purple kittens that save pumpkins from ladders*
AdamSquint (10:11:38 PM): (ok)
AdamSquint (10:11:40 PM): ...
pdRydia (10:11:41 PM): (^_~)
AdamSquint (10:11:44 PM): *snickers*
WillBaseton (10:11:46 PM): Never mind.
AdamSquint (10:12:02 PM): *tries to hold back full laughter*
AdamSquint (10:12:14 PM): *failing*


pd Rydia (9:26:27 PM): AAAAAAAAAAAAAH! O_O RICHARD RICHARD THE GOBS ARE TRYING TO KILL ME AND THE OVEN'S LAUGHING AT ME!


XStrike8 (9:27:09 PM): .... *looks up at the lil girl* Hey, what're YOU lookin at? -.-;;;
pd Rydia [Sherrie] (9:27:25 PM): A big dummy. e.e *continues staring at him*


J4deninj44 (9:30:40 PM): Fork the gob: Ms. Dia!
J4deninj44 (9:30:57 PM): F: >< Dish is running away with Spoon again!


dragonclawsedw (10:22:24 PM): Ayra, take Elle....careful..
dragonclawsedw (10:22:30 PM): Wai! *takes her*
pd Rydia (10:22:30 PM): *sarcasm sarcasm*
dragonclawsedw (10:22:36 PM): Dia, get Robert to say doom.
pd Rydia (10:22:45 PM): T: Rob, say Doom, NOW
pd Rydia (10:22:54 PM): IM: huh? e.e *pouty*
pd Rydia (10:23:11 PM): T: NOW DAMMIT OR SO HELP ME GOD I'LL SPANK YOU SO HARD YOU'LL NEVER SIT AGAIN!!!
pd Rydia (10:23:19 PM): O_O D, d, DOOM!
XStrike8 (10:23:32 PM): O.o;;; What the heck was THAT, Dia?
dragonclawsedw (10:23:36 PM): *disappears and reappears besides Robert, holding Elle*
pd Rydia (10:23:38 PM): what was WHAT?
XStrike8 (10:23:43 PM): Sounded like you were screaming in my ear for a sec there.... o.o;;;
pd Rydia (10:23:45 PM): o_O Ayra??
dragonclawsedw (10:23:50 PM): =o.o= Herro!
XStrike8 (10:23:54 PM): Something about a Spanking and sitting down..
dragonclawsedw (10:24:01 PM): Loook I have Elle! Let's play house!


pd Rydia (5:00:32 PM): like, a couple days ago, that bastet lady --not the lady who talks about sex and makes Dia's face go red but the other one--
dragonclawsedw (5:00:40 PM): Pheryl?
dragonclawsedw (5:00:49 PM): IM: Only other bastet I know..
pd Rydia (5:00:49 PM): Yeah!
pd Rydia (5:01:05 PM): Anyway, she like, goes up to Dia, and she's all like "Hey, want an inn?" And Dia was all like "Uh...okay."
pd Rydia (5:01:09 PM): So we got an INN!
dragonclawsedw (5:01:20 PM): o_o You mean she just gave it away?
dragonclawsedw (5:01:28 PM): IM: I wonder if I'll ever see Pheryl again.....
dragonclawsedw (5:01:40 PM): IM: She was nice...
pd Rydia (5:01:42 PM): Yeah, she's like, going to Argovia with Sirvix and stuff or somethin'. o.o
pd Rydia (5:01:49 PM): Do they have hot dogs in Argovia?
dragonclawsedw (5:01:51 PM): Sirvix too?
dragonclawsedw (5:01:54 PM): o.o I'll bet...
dragonclawsedw (5:01:59 PM): Never been to Argovia...
pd Rydia (5:02:10 PM): So now we got an inn! Buuuuuuut...
pd Rydia (5:02:27 PM): yesterday, this funny short guy in dragoon armor with a fuzzy face came into the inn...
pd Rydia (5:02:43 PM): an' he transformed into a DRAGON! O_O
pd Rydia (5:02:47 PM): ...and crushed the inn.


pd Rydia (5:04:12 PM): Richard got mad, and then Dia WHACKED HIM WITH A SPOOOOOON!


FDeth [Nefah] (5:54:37 PM): =O.O= MR. RESHIKI FUZZY HEAD?!


End790 (5:58:37 PM): (And what about those goblins?! Are they stealing my underpants?!)


Jak Snide (6:12:38 PM): *chuckles* If he doesn't bugger off, you can tell him "I'll do more to his ass than kick it. ^_~"


pd Rydia [Diikoi] (6:18:53 PM): There's more to life than nothing, right? Right???
dragonclawsedw (6:19:07 PM): Of course there is!
dragonclawsedw (6:19:12 PM): There's lots more to life!
dragonclawsedw (6:19:25 PM): There's love! And triumph! And victory! And shiney things!
dragonclawsedw (6:19:31 PM): T: Can't forget the shiney things


pd Rydia (6:22:52 PM): *perhaps the most tragic thing of all...Dia still hasn't had a drink ;_;*


Ebil Dia (8:21:11 PM): "I saw something about the RP going on at www.greatdave.org:7777/rpgww/ .I woudl liek to join it. If that is ok with the Gm there."
Ebil Dia (8:21:19 PM): *bashes head repeatedly against the monitor*
Arch mage144 (8:21:21 PM): Shoot him. Please.
Arch mage144 (8:21:28 PM): SHOOT HIM SHOOT HIM SHOOT HIM.
Arch mage144 (8:21:31 PM): IN THE HEAD.


LilDragonFluffy (9:04:00 PM): ("I came back to my room today to find out that apparently someone has stolen my doorknob. My doorknob. Who the fuck steals a doorknob?" -- AM's livejournal)
SongstressEnlil (9:04:13 PM): (I would)
T3chn0Namagomi (9:04:20 PM): (Someone who is building...DOORKNOB-BOT!)


la chibi (9:27:20 PM): Brian! =D
la chibi (9:27:25 PM): Wanna come over for chili sometime? ^-^
BrainWalkr (9:27:50 PM): ...
BrainWalkr (9:27:56 PM): Did Diane put you up to this?


NebbieQ: '
NebbieQ: (That was my cat.)
NebbieQ: (She's new to RPing, you know.)
GC130A: (Wai!)
Brodzky Zero: (:0)
GC130A: (Best newbie ever.)
Brodzky Zero: (Want me to help her make her character?)
NebbieQ: (Sure! :D)


Will Rennar (10:17:08 PM): Just on a whim I punched "RPGWW hentai" into a Google search.......the first result was my LJ.
Will Rennar (10:18:48 PM): Nekogami's LJ was the only other result.

